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2The	problem
Lane	departure crashes	may be due	to	several causes:
• steering errors
• driver	distraction
Countermeasures:	advanced driving assistance	systems (ADAS)
• lane departure warning	systems
• lane keeping systems
• driver	state	monitoring
For	all	types	of	ADAS:
• a	key	problem:	to	predict the	driver	behaviour
• our approach:	to	incorporate a	driver	model	in	the	design	process
3Step 1:	
Building	a	visuomotor	model	
of	steering control
4What	we	need
• A	model	that processes information	from the	visual scene
• A	motor system	that converts steering intention	into actions
A	model	of	steering control
5Two-levels	visual	control	of	steering
Donges (1978), Human Factors Salvucci & Gray (2004), Perception
Anticipatory control
• anticipation	of	changes	in	road	curvature
• fed by	far	visual information:	𝜃far	(tangent	point)
Compensatory control
• on-line	correction	of	lateral position	errors
• fed by	near visual information:	𝜃near (lane center)
6Hoult & Cole (2008), Vehicle Systems Dynamics
Adding	a	motor	system
A	cybernetic model:
- designed as	a	function of	current knowledge on	perceptual and	motor processes
- that can be identified in	various driving situations
Our	driver	model
Saleh et al. (2011) IFAC World ; Mars et al (2011), HFES
8Step 2:	
Application	to	haptic shared control
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Haptic	shared	control:
continuous	and	simultaneous	
action	of	the	driver	and	an	
automaton	on	the	steering	wheel
Without	a	driver	model:
- the	controller	optimizes	
performance	and	safety	criteria
- no	prediction	of	the	driver	
behavior
With a	driver	model,	the	control	law also optimizes cooperation
criteria
- shared control	is smoother
- improved agreement	between the	driver	and	the	automation
vehicle - road
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Shared control	with a	driver	model
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Step 3:	
Application	to	distraction	state	estimation	
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A	steering	model	for	distraction
Different types	of	distraction	influence	
steering in	differents ways
• cognitive	distraction
• visual distraction
• motor distraction
• visuomotor distraction
Can	a	visuomotor model	help	detect and	
discriminate distraction	episodes?
Discriminating distraction	types	by	means of	on-line	parameter identification
Ø the	visual anticipation	gain	decreases only for	high	visual distraction
Ø motor distraction	influences	neuromuscular dynamics only
Ø visual distraction	propagates to	the	motor system	parameters
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When the	driver	model	drives
Want	more	details?
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